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While all the best VPN services offer Android VPN apps, the huge variety can make it difficult to choose the one that is really best for you. Downloading an Android VPN can be your first foray into true web security, so it's important to be informed and understand what you need from it. If you're often from home, your Android device may be the main way to connect to the internet,
and you'll also probably be using public Wi-Fi - whether it's your daily visit to a coffee shop or while on vacation in Spain. That's why it's so important to have the best Android VPN as you could rely on it more than you think. Along with providing security on notoriously vulnerable public Wi-Fi, VPNs on Android can also give you access to geo-blocked streaming services such as
Netflix and your mobile banking abroad, help avoid location-based pricing, and stop Google ads tracking you. There are many good reasons to get one - the hardest part is working, which is the best Android VPN for you. What makes the best Android VPN? The main features of any VPN are speed, security, number of servers and ease of use - the latter is the biggest problem for
many users. It is the combination of these features as well as the long-standing reputation for quality that makes ExpressVPN the best Android VPN on the market. Among other features, the best Android Vpn - including ExpressVPN - will have a kill switch to protect you in the unlikely event that your connection fails, ridding you of the dangers of any network you might use. You
should also turn towards a separate tunnel that separates the traffic of different applications. This allows you to route some, though VPN, allowing others to use a standard connection - great if you need to use a location service or if some apps don't play nicely with your mobile VPN. While you will find Express at the top of this guide, we have collected four more very worthy
contenders that provide a different experience for different users. All you have to do is keep scrolling - it's time to choose the right Android VPN for you and return your privacy online.1. ExpressVPN - The best Android VPN available If you want the best protection possible for your android device, ExpressVPN should be your first choice. Its applications are simple and intuitive, but
powerful and customizable, and with a huge 3,000 servers to choose from, you're sure to find a searing connection. Also, you can now get three months for free. See Deal2. Surfshark - The best VPN on the market if you just want a simple, reliable Android VPN cover as possible Surfshark is your best bet. With attractive, useful apps that can do whatever you need, it's a bargain for
just $2.49/mo. What's more, you can cover every device you have with your unlimited connectivity policy. See DealThe Best Best VpN app today (Image credit: ExpressVPN)ExpressVPN is the best Android VPN (read the full ExpressVPN review here) thanks to fast connection speeds, fantastic security and almost perfect 24/7 customer support. However, it is not only the most
powerful VPN on Android, but it is also one of the easiest to use. With a clean, simple interface and tons of servers in all the places you might wish for, it's no wonder we'll rate it as the top VPN app on the market. When you're on the move you'll be able to access any Netflix library you want as well as your iPlayer, Hulu and Amazon Prime accounts. The Express didn't stop there,
however. If you want to delve into the guts of the app to customize it the way you like, there's a lot of power under the hood. Just like a desktop client, you'll be able to switch between selecting protocols, activate a kill switch to protect you if your connection fails, and even split the tunnels if you want to choose which apps to route through the VPN. An interesting event in September
2020 is the introduction of ExpressVPN's own Lightway protocol. Built from scratch, it is incredibly lightweight and promises to deliver excellent speeds. For most apps it's currently in private beta, but Android users can subscribe to the public beta and access Lightway before anyone else. While the five-device limit isn't the biggest, it's enough to cover all your mobile devices plus a
desktop computer and a smart TV to download. And, if you have a problem with any of them, a class of leading online support and live chat will help you within minutes if you need it. While there is no trial - several VPNs offer one - there is a standard 30-day cash protection guarantee in case you find that it is not quite right for you. However, as the best Android VPN available
today, this is unlikely to come to this. (image credit: Surfshark) Surfshark is a kind of anomaly - ever since when has a decidedly budget product delivered as well as big hitters? The first thing you'll notice is a great app that keeps things simple, giving you the ability to customize a fair amount - including kill switch, split tunneling and additional beta features such as HackLock and
BlindSearch.Another standout Surfshark feature is an unlimited connectivity policy. No matter how many devices you have, you'll be able to install this VPN on each one and use them at the same time - it sounds like a challenge if we've ever heard one. Surfshark is also great for unlocking streaming content, and connection speed is consistently strong. So wherever you are In the
world, you'll have access to your favorite shows and be able to stream them in HD. Aside from all this, Surfshark's party piece is its price - for less than $2.50 a month you'll have top-level VPN protection. While apps and support aren't quite up to The gold standard of ExpressVPN, if you want to spend as little as possible on an Android VPN, then Surfshark should be one of the first
to consider. Sign up now on the Surfshark website (Image credit: NordVPN)If you've only heard of one VPN before, it's probably going to be NordVPN. With over 10 million downloads on the Play Store and excellent reviews, VPN Titan is an enticing proposition. It is obvious that NordVPN has prioritised the safety of its customers. It offers Double VPNs and bow through VPN plus a
good selection of protocols if you want to change them and you get CyberSec nord malware and phishing protection too. Nord has recently been certified second independent audit to be really zero registration, so if privacy is a priority that will be a big tick. The app is powerful, and there's a lot of configuration available if you venture into settings. However, one of the drawbacks is
its clumsy design. VpN on Android reflects the layout of the desktop client and opens the interface based on the map. While it works well on a large monitor or tablet, the limited real estate on your phone means it can be difficult to find the exact server you're after. There is a list of servers, but we would like to see it right off the bat. This is one complaint aside, NordVPN is as
successful as it is for a reason. Safe and full featured apps, a great support network and a surprisingly good price means it's definitely one to keep on the radar. Sign up now on the NordVPN website (Image: IPVanish)Available on: Windows, Mac, Android, iOS, Linux Simultaneous Connections: Unlimited 24/7 Support: Yes Rating Play Store: 4.0 Streaming Sites Unlocked: Netflix,
YouTube, Hulu Return Money Guarantee: 30 DaysApp provides a plethora of infoIn-deep configurationFree SugarSync cloud storage Unlimited simultaneous connectionsCould be too complex for newcomersLong-IPVanish provides users with a powerful Android VPN that keeps users full of the functionality of their desktop client. The first thing you'll notice is the amount of
information you've given - for VPN beginners it can be a bit much, but for those who like to track servers, IP addresses and more, it's all good stuff. Nice touch as a VPN on Android has retained the scrolling speed chart of the connection from the desktop client. Again, this may be superfluous, but we appreciate a bit of aesthetic flair. To match this in-depth data, users are given a
variety of options, including protocol selection, kill switch, split-tunneling, and 'Scramble', which hides the fact that you're using a VPN at all. As a bonus, if you decide to purchase an IPVanish plan you will also be treated to SugarSync subscription. Considering that SugarSync only costs twice as much as IPVanish does, if you're after safe cloud storage it can be a sneaky backdoor
in getting a deal plus free free In July 2020, IPVanish announced a change in its connectivity policy, moving from a limit of 10 to a truly unlimited number of devices available with any single plan. Along with Surfshark, IPVanish is one of the few VPN providers to offer this. While in practice IPVanish's Android VPN may not be as polished as ExpressVPN (and speeds are marginally
slower, too), if you're looking for a decidedly techy experience, then this one is to consider. Sign up now on the IPVanish website (Image credit: CyberGhost)For those who just want the peace of mind VPN can give them without all the bells and whistles, then CyberGhost is a worthy option. For a reasonable price you get a pretty rudimentary Android app that lacks the depth of the
VPN above, but that's all you really need to get a view is safe. Split tunneling is an option - always useful for mobile VPNs - and CyberGhost also randomizes your port, which can help bypass a VPN lock. You don't get a kill switch or the ability to change your protocol, but thankfully CyberGhost works great as a Netflix VPN, and unlocks iPlayer outside the UK. However, Surfshark
does all this and more for an even better price. CyberGhost offers a simple experience, and provides a quality VPN service in its own right - we don't recommend any provider that doesn't. However, it lacks the bit of functionality you get if you go with the cream of the crop. Sign up now on the CyberGhostAndroid VPN website for frequently asked questions Best Android VPN apps
at a glance1. ExpressVPN - Best Android VPN available today2. Surfshark - The Android VPN deal offers great value3. NordVPN - The security giant offers excellent VPN applications4. IPVanish - Unlimited connections can cover everything.5 CyberGhost - A simple but effective Android VPN app that has an Android VPN on your device is a must, especially if you ever connect to
public Wi-Fi networks. These networks are often unprotected and it is possible for others on the same network to access your device. Cell VPN encryption protects you and your data from any potential hackers, and just for that we would say that a small monthly fee is worth it. However, one of the biggest reasons users sign up is to use their VPN for streaming. If you're abroad, it's
likely you won't be able to access the show you're watching at home without a VPN - even if you've paid a subscription. This is because online TV services geo-block their libraries for licensing reasons (Netflix and iPlayer to mention the pair). Using a VPN can make your it seems to be the country of your choice and so you will be able to access the same media anyone else in that
country can. VPNs have developed a somewhat tarnished reputation because of their links to hackers, pirates and other online criminals. However, it is 100% legal to have a VPN on any and all of your devices - - The vast majority of users remain completely above the board as well. While the privacy provided by VPNs can sometimes benefit shadow characters, honest citizens
have the right to enjoy these freedoms for their own personal, legitimate purposes. While you're on your phone, you probably won't be fully using your Android VPN - perhaps the odd bit overseas of Netflix - but fortunately each of this list allows you to use your subscription on multiple devices.  This means you'll be able to install a VPN on your computer or Mac, and often on a
smart TV, game console or router as well. There, you can make the most of the power a VPN has to offer. Staying safe using a VPN torrent is one of the main benefits as P2P sharing is an activity that poses a real risk to those involved in it without protection.  Another reason is to avoid any restrictions on your internet service - especially useful for students, those in rented
accommodation or those at work - and means that you can travel online, no one is blocking what you want to see. Installing a VPN on Android is as simple as installing any other app. First, you will need to download the app either from the Play Store or directly from the provider's website. From there you can install the app as usual, and as soon as the app has opened you will be
asked to log into your account. Once you've logged into your computer, the device will ask for your permission to set up a VPN connection. This will appear no matter what Android VPN you subscribe to. Once you have authorized these permissions, your VPN is configured and ready to go. All VPNs on this page have excellent support networks, so if you're working on any
problems, they'll always be happy to help. If you choose one of the five Android VPNs on this list (or even any featured on our best VPN guide), you can be sure that they are a reputable, secure provider. Heading to the vendor's websites through links to this page will ensure that you are in the right place or you could search for them on the Play Store. However, a VPN doesn't give
you absolute immunity - if you type in details on a fake site or download malware, your VPN won't be able to protect you. You still need to be savvy online, but if you're smart, a VPN will raise your protection to the next level and stop your data from leaking when it's not your fault. Wine. best free vpn tom's guide
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